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Abstract: Collaboration between terminal airspace and airport surface operation shows an increasing
significance for the best efficiency of both parts of the air traffic management domain. Runways play
a critical role in connecting the two parts for departure and arrival aircraft. Suppose the gate and the
entry fix of an aircraft are predetermined according to the flight plan, and they are on the opposite
side of the airport terminal. The aircraft will either spend more time (i.e., delay in the air) landing on
a runway close to its gate or take a longer distance (i.e., detour on the ground) taxiing to its gate if a
runway close to its entry fix is assigned. This paper proposes a runway assignment model considering
terminal airspace operation and airport surface movement simultaneously to discover how runway
assignments can affect integrated operations. Four different runway assignment schemes are applied
in this model. Subsequently, a metaheuristic method is proposed to solve the model. Furthermore, the
historical taxiing and flight time data are analyzed to demonstrate the potential benefits of runway
reassignment. Finally, the results show that the free assignment of the runway stands out among the
four schemes, not only in the performance of terminal airspace operation (lower flight time) but also
in airport surface movement (lower pushback delay, taxi time).

Keywords: air traffic management; arrival and departure scheduling; runway assignment; integrated
optimization; simulated annealing

1. Introduction

The terminal maneuvering area (TMA) and the airport surface (AS) are both critical
places for air traffic management (ATM), as they simultaneously accommodate all the
arrival and departure aircraft. With the rapid increase in air traffic demand and limited
capacity of TMA and AS, situations such as congestion, delays, and occasional conflicts
arise. The arrival aircraft enters the TMA from an entry fix (EF), flies with a standard arrival
route (STAR), and lands on a pre-allocated runway based on the instructions given by
approach Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs). Afterward, the ground ATCOs guide the landing
aircraft to their pre-allocated gate according to the specific taxi routes. The departure aircraft
reverses the above procedure of arrivals. In such an operation procedure, scheduling the
temporal–spatial resource reasonably and simultaneously has been a critical challenge in
the ATM domain to most utilize the precious limited air-ground capacity.

Approach ATCOs, when handling a series of arrival aircraft, tend to use a First-Come-
First-Served (FCFS) methodology to establish the landing sequence and maintain safe
separation between arrival aircraft. At the same time, arrival aircraft following such a
guiding method often lands on a runway close to its EF. In this case, the workload of
approach ATCOs can be reduced, and the flight time of arrivals can be saved. Such a
control strategy, so-called ‘air-priority’, helps the arrival aircraft to land orderly, and the
reduced flight time contributes to multiple stakeholders’ concerns [1]. However, when the
near runway is overloaded, approach ATCOs need to vector the arrival aircraft to another
(i.e., further) runway.
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In current operations, the ‘air-priority’ principle is widely adopted. Namely, arrival
aircraft will be given a higher priority to choose a landing runway close to its EF, and the
departure aircraft will apply a ground delay program (GDP) [2], finding a suitable takeoff
time window in the gap of two successive landing aircraft. The ‘air-priority’ principle has
its merit since landing aircraft is widely considered with more uncertainty and consumes a
higher workload of ATCOs. However, the above operation method also has its drawbacks.
Some ground ATCOs claim that aircraft always landing on a runway close to its EF may
result in detours on the airport surface. They wonder whether approach ATCOs could
vector the arrival aircraft to the runway close to its gate (which may incur more delay in
the air) so that the ground movement can be handled more efficiently, which motivates this
paper to study the runway assignment problem.

The runway assignment problem corresponds to two aspects: AS and TMA. For opti-
mizing the operation of airport surface, most previous studies modeled the taxi and arrivals
routes as a network containing nodes and links to find an optimal pushback time, taxi route,
or takeoff sequence and time [3]. However, taxiing time modeling techniques varied appar-
ently. Some used the kinematic model to calculate the trajectories of each aircraft to detect
the conflicts and obtain the taxiing time in a deterministic manner [4–7]. Some estimated
taxiing time using historical data [8], assuming it is subject to some specific distribution [9].
Some divided taxiing time into two parts, unimpeded taxi time and stationary time, respec-
tively [10,11]. Some used an average taxi time based on their accuracy demand [12]. Their
common decision variables were pushback time, while some advanced models used push-
back rate [10] or taxi routes [4] as the decision variables. With taxi capacity [13] or conflict
constraints, pushback delays were minimized, and runway throughputs are maximized
in the optimization [14]. However, previous research mostly assumed a fixed runway
selection and seldom focused on runway assignment problems [15,16].

For optimizing the operation of TMA, researchers mainly focus on arrival sequencing
and scheduling problems (ASSP) to optimize a landing sequence, target landing time, and
arrival flight time [17,18] et al. Similar to taxiing time modeling, ASSP can be tackled
generally with time only or with both time and trajectories. On the one hand, only the
required time of arrival (RTA) on the runway is optimized, assuming the aircraft can
arrive on time [19], in which an model-based [20] online 4D trajectory prediction or data-
driven methods [21,22] can be applied to obtain the estimated time of arrival (ETA). Using
more advanced modeling techniques, Khassiba et al. [23–25] took flight time uncertainty
under consideration, formulating a two-stage stochastic programming model to obtain
robust landing sequences. On the other hand, arrival trajectories can also be included
for scheduling a conflict-free solution [26–29]. The latter outperforms the former since
it provides RTAs with the corresponding trajectories, which can better assist ATCOs as
decision support tools.

Based on the study of airport surface and airspace solely, how to integrate optimizing
both air and ground operation is attracting more and more attention. Queuing-based
approaches were applied to tackle integrated optimization problems. A control algorithm
was used to optimize the landing sequence, which is an input for subsequent determining
surface optimal control policy [13,30]. Ma et al. [31] performed integrated optimization of
AS and TMA at macroscopic and microscopic levels. At the macroscopic level, they used an
average taxi time to model surface movement and a node-link graph to model the standard
departure and arrival route, assigning a runway and scheduling a landing time for arrivals.
After completing the runway assignments and schedules, the microscopic level started
optimizing the specific taxi routes based on the assigned runways. However, the former
works overlook the possibility of changing a runway for arrivals or departures, while
the latter method may lead to sub-optimal runway assignments due to the segregation of
two levels.

Therefore, this paper focuses on the runway assignment problem by integrating
the optimization for both operations of AS and TMA. A microscopic taxi and arrival
model is built and will be optimized simultaneously, considering four different runway
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assignment schemes. A metaheuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the model efficiently.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. On the one hand, an integrated optimization
model to solve the runway assignment problem is proposed, and a metaheuristic algorithm
is applied to solve the proposed model. On the other hand, historical operation cases on
runway assignment and operation time are studied. Subsequently, four different runway
assignment schemes are compared for series of performance metrics. Finally, insights on
operational feasibility are discussed for future potential deployment of the proposed model
for Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport.

The remainder of this paper is arranged below: the runway assignment model formu-
lation is presented in Section 2. Then, Section 3 introduced the solution metaheuristic of the
proposed model. Section 4 analyzes history data to quantify taxi and flight time differences
using different runways. Subsequently, the results of the four assignment schemes are
shown in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 comes to a conclusion.

2. Model Formulation

This section first formulates the proposed runway assignment model and then details
how the alternate taxi routes are recognized using historical trajectory data. Table 1 lists
the notation used in this section.

Table 1. Notations of the runway assignment model.

Notation Description

Sets

F Set of aircraft in the time horizon, i ∈ F
A Subset of F, set of arrival aircraft
D Subset of F, set of departure aircraft
G Set of gates, g ∈ G
R Set of runways, r ∈ R
SEF Set of entry fixes, EF ∈ SEF

Sr,g Set of taxi routes from runway r ∈ R to gate g ∈ G, Sr,g,k ⊆ Sr,g

Sr,g,k Subset of Sr,g, set of intersections of kth taxi route of Sr,g, intersection m ∈ Sr,g,k

SEF,r Set of waypoints from an entry fix to runway r, n ∈ SEF,r

Parameters

sepair
i,j , Radar separation when aircraft i precedes j, i, j ∈ A

seprwy
i,j , sepgnd

i,j Runway and taxi separation when aircraft i precedes j, i, j ∈ F

gi Pre-allocated gate g for aircraft i ∈ F
ai Constant deceleration for aircraft i ∈ A
vtaxi Constant taxi speed
tEF,init
i Initial entry time over a predefined EF for aircraft i ∈ A

tp,init
i Initial pushback time for aircraft i ∈ F

tEF
min, tEF

max Lower and upper bound time difference for entry time
tp
min, tp

max Lower and upper bound coefficient for pushback time
αmin, αmax Lower and upper bound coefficient for entry speed
thold
min , thold

max Lower and upper bound time difference for hold time
sEF,n

i Distance from EF to waypoint n for aircraft i ∈ A

sr,g,k
i Distance from runway r to gate g for aircraft i ∈ F
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Table 1. Cont.

Notation Description

Decision variables

vEF
i Speed at EF for aircraft i ∈ A

tEF
i Entry time at EF for aircraft i ∈ A

thold
i Taxiway entrance hold time for aircraft i ∈ A

tp
i Pushback time for aircraft i ∈ D

ri Assigned runway r for aircraft i ∈ F
ki Assigned taxi route of Sri ,gi for aircraft i ∈ F

Auxiliary decision variables

δn
i,j Binary decision variables for sequencing in the air when aircraft i precedes j, i, j ∈ A

δr
i,j, δm

i,j
Binary decision variables for sequencing on the runway and taxiway when aircraft i
precedes j, i, j ∈ F

Indirect decision variables

vn
i , tn

i Speed and time at waypoint n for aircraft i ∈ A
v Average speed for aircraft i ∈ A
tm
i Time at intersection m for aircraft i ∈ F

tr
i Landing or take off time for aircraft i ∈ F

ttaxi
i Taxi time for aircraft i ∈ F

Objective

∑i∈A dEF
i Total delay at entry fix for aircraft i ∈ A

∑i∈A fi Total flight time for aircraft i ∈ A
∑i∈A thold

i Total hold time for aircraft i ∈ A
∑i∈D dgate

i Total pushback delay for aircraft i ∈ D
∑i∈F ttaxi

i Total taxi time for aircraft i ∈ F

2.1. Formulation of the Runway Assignment Model

The runway assignment problem can be described as follows: in a TMA, a set of
aircraft F = A ∪ D is given within a short future time horizon (e.g., 1 h), where A and
D denote set of arriving and departure aircraft, respectively. For each aircraft i ∈ A, it
enters the TMA right over a predefined EF at a time tEF

i . Then, it approaches following
STARs which may have one or two route options that lead to a different runway r ∈ R.
After landing on the runway ri at the time tr

i , it chooses a controller-designated kth taxi
route Sri ,gi ,ki from the set of taxi routes Sr,g from the runway ri to the pre-allocated gate
gi ∈ G (Note Sri ,gi ,ki is denoted as Sr,g,k

i for the sake of simplicity). After a short holding
time interval th

i to cross the runway or merge into the taxi network, it arrives at its gate
after an unimpeded taxi time (UTT). For each aircraft j ∈ D, it takes off the wheel block at
its pushback time tp

j and follows one taxi route Sr,g,k
j from its gate to the departure runway.

In the above procedure, conflicts in the air and on the ground are considered, respec-
tively. For two successive aircraft i and j, three parts of separation are included—distance-
based radar separation sepair

i,j in the air, time-based separation seprwy
i,j on the runway, and

safe separations sepgnd
i,j during taxiing, in which the first two parts of separations are

relevant to aircraft types T ∈ {H, M, L} and what aircraft set they belong to (i.e., A or
D) while the taxi separation is set to a unified constant (60 m) for all types of aircraft
according to ref. [32].

Consequently, the proposed model seeks to optimize a series of metrics of TMA and
AS operation performance by decisions of entry speed, entry time, arrival routes for arrivals
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and pushback time, departure route for departures and taxi routes for all, under specific
runway assignment scheme.

Some assumptions are made below:

• The initial EF time tEF,init
i , initial pushback time tp,init

i , and initial speed vinit
i are known

based on the historical data;
• Aircraft follows the STAR route and taxi route precisely;
• Final speed landing on the runway is a constant vt according to Charts;
• Arrivals are to approach with a constant deceleration ai;
• Taxi speeds are a constant for arrivals and departures;
• TMA and taxi route networks are treated as a graph containing nodes and links.

With the above assumptions, the time that aircraft i passes a waypoint n can be derived:

vn
i =

√
2aisEF,n + (vEF

i )
2 (1a)

tn
i = sEF,n

i /
(

vEF
i + vn

i

)
(1b)

where sEF,n
i denotes the distance from EF to waypoint n, ai is a deceleration calculated by

total distance and start and final speed. vn
i is speed at waypoint n, vEF

i is the speed at EF, tn
i

represented time at waypoint n. Similarly, the time aircraft i passes a taxi route intersection
can be induced. The formulation of the total model is presented below.

(RAM) C = min

(
∑
i∈A

(
dEF

i + fi + thold
i

)
+ ∑

i∈D
dgate

i + ∑
i∈F

ttaxi
i

)
(2a)

dEF
i =

∣∣∣tEF
i − tEF,init

i

∣∣∣, ∀i ∈ A (2b)

dgate
i =

∣∣∣tp
i − tp,init

i

∣∣∣, ∀i ∈ D (2c)

vi =
(

vEF
i + vt

)
/2, ∀i ∈ A (2d)

fi = sEF,r
i /vi, ∀i ∈ A (2e)

ttaxi
i = sr,g,k

i /vtaxi, ∀i ∈ F (2f)

tr
i = tEF

i + fi, ∀i ∈ A; tr
i = tp

i + ttaxi
i , ∀i ∈ D (2g)

αmin · vinit
i ≤ vEF

i ≤ αmax · vinit
i , ∀i ∈ A (2h)

tEF,init
i + tEF

min ≤ tEF
i ≤ tEF,init

i + tEF
max, ∀i ∈ A (2i)

thold
min ≤ thold

i ≤ thold
max , ∀i ∈ A (2j)

tp,init
i + tp

min ≤ tp
i ≤ tp,init

i + tp
max, ∀i ∈ D (2k)

δn
i,j ·
(

tn
j − tn

i

)
· vn

i ≥ δn
i,j · sepair

i,j , n ∈ SEF,r
i ∩ SEF,r

j , ∀i, j ∈ A, i ̸= j (2l)

δn
i,j + δn

j,i = 1, ∀i, j ∈ A, i > j (2m)

δn
i,j = δn+1

i,j , n ∈ SEF,r
i ∩ SEF,r

j , ∀i, j ∈ A (2n)
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δr
i,j ·
(

tr
j − tr

i

)
≥ δr

i,j · seprwy
i,j , ∀i, j ∈ F (2o)

δr
i,j + δr

j,i = 1, ∀i, j ∈ F, i > j (2p)

δm
i,j ·
(

tm
j − tm

i

)
· vtaxi ≥ δm

i,j · sepgnd
i,j , m ∈ Sr,g,k

i ∩ Sr,g,k
j , ∀i, j ∈ F, i ̸= j (2q)

δm
i,j + δm

j,i = 1, ∀i, j ∈ F, i > j (2r)

δm
i,j = δm+1

i,j , m ∈ Sr,g,k
i ∩ Sr,g,k

j (2s)

δn
i,j, δr

i,j, δm
i,j ∈ {0, 1} (2t)

r ∈ R, g ∈ G, Sr,g,k ⊆ Sr,g (2u)

i, j, m, n, k ∈ Z+ (2v)

An integrated objective function of RAM composed of EF delay ∑i∈A dEF
i , flight time

∑i∈A fi, taxi time ∑i∈F ttaxi
i , hold time ∑i∈A thold

i and pushback delay ∑i∈D dgate
i is given by

Equation (2a). Equations (2b,c) define the delay at EF and gate, which are calculated by the
absolute difference with initial EF or pushback time, respectively. Equations (2d)–(2f) define
the flight time and the taxi time as the result of dividing distance by speed. Constraint (2g)
defines landing time for arrivals and take off time for departures, which we call runway
time to name them uniformly in this paper. Constraints (2h)–(2k) set boundaries for the
corresponding decision variables. Constraints (2l)–(2n), (2o)–(2p), and (2q)–(2s) ensure the
safety of operations in the air, on the runway, and on the ground, respectively. Specifically,
Constraint (2l) ensures two successive aircraft should maintain a radar separation at all the
common waypoints. Constraints (2m) and (2n) ensure that the sequence of two successive
aircraft cannot be changed when flying on a common segment. Constraints (2o)–(2s) can be
understood similarly. Constraint (2t) stipulates the binary nature of the 0–1 variables [33].
Constraint (2u) specifies r, g, and k as indices of waypoints, runway, and taxi routes,
respectively. Constraint (2v) explains all the indices are integer.

2.2. Taxi Route Recognition based on Historical Trajectories

For airport surface operation, only the preferred taxi route is regulated in an Aeronau-
tical Information Publication (AIP). However, various taxi routes exist to meet the demand
of actual operations like avoiding hotspot areas or narrow routes. Furthermore, ground
ATCOs may feel confident using some specific routes while not using routes they consider
unsafe. Thus, recognizing underlying alternate taxi routes from a gate to a runway are
pivotal in operations. The k-shortest path algorithms is one of several algorithms used
to obtain taxi routes, which can find the first kth shortest path of a graph with nodes and
links [34]. However, it often generates inapplicable routes in actual operations, namely too
short segments and too much unnecessary turns.

This paper proposes to recognize alternative taxi routes using historical data to ad-
dress the above problems. We use history taxi trajectories of January 2020 in Guangzhou
Baiyun International Airport (ZGGG). Since northbound operation of ZGGG accounts
for nearly 90%, we take the northbound operations of ZGGG as an example (the specific
configuration of ZGGG is detailed in Section 4). A taxi routes recognition algorithm is
given in Algorithm 1.
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Firstly, polygonal detection zones on the intersections of the taxiways are set to capture
the trajectories (line 1). Since no direct coordinates of the taxi route intersections available
from AIP or other data sources, we cannot set a detection range threshold around the
intersection to formulate detection zones. Therefore, we tried a manual approach to solve
this problem. After indexing all the interested taxi route intersections (Figure 1b), we
manually collect the coordination of several points (4 points in this paper) surrounding
the taxiway intersection with the help of the airport map (Figure 1a) and google map.
Secondly, a large set of trajectories Straj is fed into detection iteratively (line 2). The gate g
and runway r that the trajectories passed through are extracted for each trajectory i, and
whether a route between this pair of gate and runway exists is determined. An empty set
Sr,g will be created if this pair of runway and gate is discovered for the first time (lines 3~6).
Then, a list of indices of detection zones that the trajectory passed chronologically is
obtained (line 7) as the representation of the taxi route. Note that duplicated detection zone
indices will be dropped in this step. Subsequently, the taxi route will be appended to the
taxi route set of the current pair of runways and gates if the taxi route is discovered for
the first time (lines 8~9). Otherwise, only the number of this route Nr,g

k will be updated
(line 11), indicating the frequency of using this route. Finally, after the whole trajectory set
is examined, each taxi route set Sr,g is sorted according to the frequency of each taxi route
within (line 14), and only routes used over five times will be kept. The route with highest
frequency is set as default route of that runway–gate pair. Note that adjacent gates in the
same ramp are considered as one gate in this paper to help aggregate alternate routes.
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3. Solution Algorithm

The extensive literature has widely acknowledged integrated optimization of the
airspace and airport surface operation as an NP-hard problem [34]. Solving such an NP-
hard optimization problem can be computationally expensive using commercial solvers.
Thus, this paper proposes a metaheuristic method to address this problem. Simulated
annealing (SA) is one of the widespread evolutionary algorithms that can be applied to
different domains of problems [35]. Algorithm 2 is proposed below to detail the pseudo-
code of the SA and how SA finds a neighborhood solution in our problem.

Algorithm 2. Simulated annealing
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In Algorithm 2, a temperature is first initialized (line 1). An adaptive initial temper-
ature scheme (Algorithm 3) is adopted to find an initial temperature that can accept any
solution, whether better or worse, with a high probability. During this process, the tempera-
ture is doubled if the acceptance rate falls below the threshold [36] (set at 0.95 in this paper).
Then, a neighborhood solution is found based on the user-defined neighborhood function
(line 4), which will be detailed in Algorithm 4. Thirdly, a metropolis acceptance criterion is
adopted to accept several degraded solutions probabilistically (lines 5~9). After repeating a
number of iterations times (line 3), the temperature T is cooled down according to the cool-
ing scheme (line 11). This parameter allows the algorithm to explore a wide solution space
initially, reducing the possibility of becoming trapped in local optima, and then gradually
focus on refining solutions as the temperature lowers. In this paper, a geometrical cooling
scheme is engaged. Finally, the algorithm stops when the stopping criterion is met (line 2).
Readers are referred to [35] for more information about the simulated annealing algorithm.
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Algorithm 3. Adaptive initial temperature
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To apply the SA in our specific runway assignment problem, we must define what
is a solution in our context and how the neighborhood function is customized to find a
neighborhood solution. In addition, how to handle the hard constraints in the RAM using
SA is another problem that remains to be addressed.

First, we treat the whole aircraft decision variables as a solution. The initial solution is
generated using the historical data. Second, to create a neighborhood solution, we modify
one decision of an aircraft and see what will happen to the whole solution. More details
are available in Algorithm 4. Third, we apply a penalty function method to convert hard
constraints (constraints (2l)–(2s)) to soft constraints in objective function. The conflicts are
added into the objective function with a high coefficient β. Therefore, SA could firstly target
to resolve the potential conflicts and then, seek to optimize the original objectives, without
being required to find a conflict-free solution directly at each iteration.

In Algorithm 4, an aircraft is firstly chosen according to its contribution, which means
cost of each aircraft (i.e., delay at EF, flight time and hold time for arrivals, pushback delay
for departures, and taxi time for both) plus corresponding conflict penalty, to the total cost
function in each neighborhood solution (line 2). The aircraft with the higher cost is more
probable to be chosen. After the selection of aircraft, one decision variable of that aircraft is
randomly determined to be modified. If the chosen aircraft i ∈ A (line 3), the neighborhood
function first targets solving conflicts in the air, so only decisions impacting the time of
arrival will be considered, namely entry speed, entry time, and landing runway (lines 5~6).
After solving the air conflicts, the algorithm aims to optimize the solution as a whole, which
means all decision variables will have a uniform chance to be modified (lines 7~9). For
ZGGG, arrivals from some specific EFs (i.e., GYA, IDUMA, and P270, detailed in Section 4)
have only one STAR route. Therefore, their runway cannot be modified (lines 4, 10~12). If
the chosen aircraft i ∈ D (line 13), pushback time, departure runway, and taxi route will be
randomly chosen (line 14). At last, the chosen decision variable will be modified within
the predefined search range (line 19). A fact should be addressed that when the algorithm
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chooses to change a runway, the corresponding taxi route should also be changed to link
the runway and the gate. In this paper, the default route of that runway–gate pair is set
when this happens.

Algorithm 4. Neighborhood function
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4. Case Study

To better understand the historical operations in ZGGG, we take radar surveillance
data and surface movement data of northbound operation in December 2019 and Jan-
uary 2020 as examples. How runways were assigned and how flight and taxi time were
distributed are analyzed.

First, for runway assignment statistics, Table 2 shows the historical distribution of
runway assignment for arrivals and departures in December 2019. The statistics reveal
that a large proportion of arrivals (77.16%) was assigned a runway close to the gate, which
is higher than that close to EF (59.22%). Since ZGGG started a trial to optimize taxi
performance in December 2019 with the arrival manager system (AMAN) decision support
tool [37], many more arrivals were assigned a runway close to its gate to reduce potential
taxi time. On the contrary, departures still apply a principle to take off at a runway close to
its exit fix. From the percentage of runways close to or far from the gate and EF, we can
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find that ZGGG has done well in runway assignment and still has the potential to increase
its ground operations further.

Table 2. Number and percentage of history runway assignments.

Runway Assigned
Arrivals Departures

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Close to gate 12,202 77.16% 6594 42.26%
Close to EF 9365 59.22% 12,250 78.52%
Close to both gate and EF 6899 43.62% 5428 34.79%
Far from both gate and EF 1145 7.24% 2184 14.00%
Total number 15,813 100% 15,600 100%

Second, before discussing on flight time distribution, we would like to address how
EFs and runways are configured. ZGGG has three runways, namely the west runway 01
(RWY01), the east inner runway 02L (RWY02L), and the east outer runway 02R (RWY02R).
The west runway is typically used for takeoff and landing in a mixed operation mode. The
east runways are closely spaced parallel runways used for takeoff (RWY02L) and landing
(RWY02R) in a segregated operation mode. The TMA has six entry fixes, namely ATAGA,
IGONO, P270, IDUMA, GYA, and P71, as shown in Figure 4. Only three out of five EFs
have STARs to both runways, namely P71, ATAGA, and IGONO, while arrivals from GYA
are regulated to land on RWY01 and P270, IDUMA to RWY02R.
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Figure 5. History operation time distribution: (a) History flight time distribution from entry fix to 
the corresponding runway. Aircraft from P71, ATAGA and IGONO have a similar average flight 
time. (b) History taxi time distribution from the runway either close to or far from the gate. Arrivals 
have a lower average taxi time than departures. 

Figure 5b shows taxiing time variation for arrivals (departures) moving to (from) a 
close or far gate of each runway. Contrary to what is shown in flight time, taxiing time 
between far and near gates shows a significant difference. Approximately 200 s taxiing 
time can be saved if an aircraft uses a runway close to its gate. This motivates us to design 
several runway assignment schemes to cultivate the potential for better operation effi-
ciency, which is detailed in the following section. 
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02R only.

Figure 5a shows the flight time distribution of arrival aircraft. From the boxplot of
the middle three EFs that can change runways, we can find that the time distribution and
average flight time are similar, with the highest difference in IGONO no more than 80 s,
which provides a possibility to assign arrivals on another runway to improve the surface
movement at the cost of increasing just a little flight time.

Figure 5b shows taxiing time variation for arrivals (departures) moving to (from) a
close or far gate of each runway. Contrary to what is shown in flight time, taxiing time
between far and near gates shows a significant difference. Approximately 200 s taxiing
time can be saved if an aircraft uses a runway close to its gate. This motivates us to design
several runway assignment schemes to cultivate the potential for better operation efficiency,
which is detailed in the following section.
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Figure 5. History operation time distribution: (a) History flight time distribution from entry fix to 
the corresponding runway. Aircraft from P71, ATAGA and IGONO have a similar average flight 
time. (b) History taxi time distribution from the runway either close to or far from the gate. Arrivals 
have a lower average taxi time than departures. 
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Figure 5. History operation time distribution: (a) History flight time distribution from entry fix to the
corresponding runway. Aircraft from P71, ATAGA and IGONO have a similar average flight time.
(b) History taxi time distribution from the runway either close to or far from the gate. Arrivals have a
lower average taxi time than departures.

5. Results

This section clarifies the experimental setting of the proposed runway assignment
model and hyperparameters of SA, followed by the results of different assigning schemes.
Then, the stability of the proposed model and applied algorithms are examined.

5.1. Experimental Settings

This study chooses a busy time in the ZGGG terminal, from 1600 to 1900 UTC+8, on
3 December 2019, to carry out optimizations. Based on the former analysis, four schemes
are studied in this case: runways are assigned freely, according to the actual, close to the
gate, and close to the entry fix, respectively. For simplicity of explanation, the four schemes
are indexed and named after its rule of assigning runways: scheme #1: free, scheme #2:
actual, scheme #3: gate, and scheme #4: EF.

It is noted that when the arrivals are arriving from 1600, the corresponding departures
are considered from approximately 15 min later, which is a representative flight time that
arrivals need to land on the runway. In this way, ground conflicts can be more realistic
since the first 15 min of departures must consider the arrivals when they push back.

The code is written in Python 3.9 and operated on the Windows 11 platform on a
laptop with an AMD Ryzen 7 5800H processor, which has 8 cores, 16 threads, and a 3.2 GHz
base clock. After extensive testing of the terminal time for SA, 1000 s was found to be
suitable for obtaining satisfactory solutions. All four assignment schemes terminated at
this time limit during the experiments. Other critical parameters of the SA algorithm and
the runway assignment model are detailed in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Parameters of SA and RAM.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

SA terminal time tend 1000 s Conflict penalty coefficient β 1000
SA terminal temperature Tend 10−5 T0 Taxi speed vtaxi 5 m/s
SA cooling coefficient γ 0.99 Initial pushback time tp,init

i History data
SA iterations N at temperature T 100 Initial entry time and speed tEF,init

i , vinit
i

bound of pushback time window tp
min, tp

max [0, 600] Bound of entry time window tEF
min, tEF

max [−60, 300]
bound of hold time window thold

min , thold
max [0, 300] Bound of entry speed window αmin, αmax 0.9, 1.1

Note. The unit of bounds of time window is seconds.
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5.2. Results Analysis
5.2.1. Cost Function

As shown in Figure 6, all four schemes converge gradually after 300,000 iterations; the
first approximately 75,000 iterations focus on exploration, and the subsequent iterations
mainly concentrate on exploiting the best solution. Through the four schemes, we could
find four schemes have a different initial temperature (red line), as we adopted a dynamic
initial temperature scheme, which was determined by the difference of several initial
neighborhood costs.
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Figure 6. Cost function value and temperature convergence curve. All the four schemes converged
after 100,000 iterations.

5.2.2. Conflict

Figure 7 gives conflicts of the four schemes, in which blue lines represent conflicts in
taxiways while red lines represent conflicts in TMA. The iterations number used to find a
conflict-free solution are different. Scheme #1 found the conflict-free solution in the first
75,000 iterations, while schemes #2 and #4 needed more than 10,000 iterations. However,
for scheme #3, the algorithm failed to find a conflict-free solution. This could be attributed
to too many aircraft being assigned to one specific side of the runway according to the
configuration of the gates, resulting in an unbalance of the total runway resources.
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Figure 7. Taxi and air conflicts. Most schemes conflicts converged to zero while scheme #3 cannot
find a conflict-free solution.

5.2.3. Flight Time and Delay

Figure 8 shows the flight time and delay at EF of arrivals. All four schemes converged
after the iterations finished. Scheme #4 led to the shortest flight time (1167.1 s) among
the four schemes since scheme #4 used a runway close to the EF of each arrival aircraft.
Correspondingly, using a runway close to gates (Figure 8c) would increase the average
flight time by 22 s (to 1189.9 s).

Regarding delay at EF, scheme #4 had average delay of 52.7 s, the lowest delay of the
four schemes, while scheme #3 had the highest (73.2 s). The value of other two schemes
lied between them, without showing significant difference. We infer that the similarity of
flight time and EF delay among the four schemes may result from similar flight distance of
changing a runway.
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5.2.4. Taxi Time, Hold Time and Pushback Delay

In Figure 9, taxi time reflects a significant difference, and pushback delay and holding
time showed similar values with no more than 100 s and 10 s differences, respectively.
Regarding taxi time, scheme #4 showed the highest in average (579.2 s), while scheme #3
showed the lowest (382.1 s). This taxi time variation resulted from the nature of this two
schemes. Note that aircraft could be assigned a runway close to the gate and entry fix at
the same time, but this proportion was fairly small (refer to Table 2).

Figure 10 depicts the taxi time of departure and arrival aircraft separately. We could
find that arrival taxi time is generally lower than that of departure for the four schemes.
This is because the gate for arrival was closer to the runway exit than the gate for departure
to the runway entrance. Furthermore, scheme #3 showed more arrival taxi time reduction
than the departure one, over 100 s reduction against scheme #2, from which we could infer
that gates close to the runway were more beneficial for arrival. However, the cost of lower
taxi time was apparent: more conflicts in the air and on the ground existed, and runway
usage was highly unbalanced, which will be provided in the following subsection.
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5.2.5. Runway Usage

Figure 11 shows the runway usage of three runways of four schemes. According to
Figure 11, scheme #3 had a high density on RWY01, which validate the former analysis that
too much traffic flow causes severe unbalance in runway capacity, and conflicts cannot be
fully mitigated in this scheme. On the other hand, the other two runways were not made
the most of usage.
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Figure 11. Runway usage. The blue and red points represent runway time of arrival and departure on
runways 01, 02L, and 02R. 01 E, 02L E, and 02R E of the Y-axis represent the earliest time to runway
01 using selected arrival or taxi route. The short black line between the earliest and current times
represents the remaining conflicts (in Figure 11c), and the green line means the extra buffer between
two successive aircraft considering runway separation requirements.

For scheme #1, RWY01 was also used more frequently than the other two runways.
This phenomenon could be explained in the following two aspects. Firstly, arrival from EF
GYA made a high percentage of the arrivals. This direction of arrival cannot select another
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runway due to the limit of STAR. Secondly, the west side of ZGGG has only one runway,
while the east has two. RWY01 has to hold more traffic than RWY02L and RWY02R to
encounter aircraft choosing a better runway (to reduce the taxi time).

6. Discussion
6.1. Analysis of Ten Days’ Peak Hours

To better evaluate the capability of the proposed model, we extend our range of
runway assignment optimization to 10 days of operations from 3 December to 12 December
2019. The results are given in Table 4. Specifically, the performance of schemes #1, #3, and
#4 are shown in difference from scheme #2, which fixes the runway as the actual operation.

Table 4. Optimization of 10 days operations of the four schemes. Costs are given in difference
between the scheme #2 (in bold).

Date and Scheme
(No. of Dep. and Arr.)

Conflicts Performance in Difference Numbers in Runway

Air Taxi Total Cost
EF

Delay
Pushback

Delay
Hold
Time

Flight
Time

Taxi
Time 01 02L 02R

/(min) /(min) /(min) /(min) /(min)

3 #2: actual 0 0 263,414.2 119.7 98.7 5.8 2251.2 1915 101 68 58
112 #1: free 0 0 −10,596.1 −12.4 −9.5 0.3 3 −158.2 120 54 53
115 #3: gate 2 10 −10,975 20.6 36.7 −0.3 29.4 −469.5 150 40 37

#4: EF 0 0 18,993.6 −18.7 61.7 11.2 −14.3 276.5 53 96 78

4 #2: actual 2 0 257,931.6 138.9 68.2 20.7 2220.8 1816.9 100 66 50
104 #1: free 0 0 −14,663.7 −20.4 12.2 −18.2 −4.2 −180.4 117 51 48
112 #3: gate 10 6 −4879.8 −8.1 73.2 24.1 34.7 −438.6 144 36 36

#4: EF 4 0 19,673.6 −8.3 −4.5 5.3 −41.7 343.8 61 77 78

5 #2: actual 2 0 268,514.9 122.9 127.3 8.7 2387.7 1795.3 115 69 41
111 #1: free 0 0 −9631 −21.7 −41 −1.8 −37.8 −24.9 117 56 52
114 #3: gate 4 18 1697.9 14.1 28.7 6.7 2.1 −356.6 152 35 38

#4: EF 0 0 22,656 37.6 −22.9 12 −52.4 436.6 65 78 82

6 #2: actual 4 0 258,110.3 140.8 92.9 26.6 2136.3 1838.6 111 69 46
114 #1: free 2 0 −10,811.9 −21.6 21.2 −21 3.9 −129.3 119 57 50
112 #3: gate 12 10 705.7 −2.3 53.9 0.6 40.2 −380.6 149 39 38

#4: EF 0 0 14,411.5 −11.7 7.1 −17.3 −18.4 347.1 70 80 76

7 #2: actual 0 2 255,654.9 120.5 124.6 5.6 2147.3 1829.6 108 68 49
112 #1: free 0 0 −11,287.3 −11.7 −3.4 2.6 −1.3 −141.1 118 57 50
113 #3: gate 6 18 1258.6 10.1 33.4 6.4 25 −420.6 147 40 38

#4: EF 6 0 25,900.5 25 −19.6 22.6 −32.1 369.1 67 79 79

8 #2: actual 0 0 259,398 141.2 84.3 8.2 2268.6 1820.9 111 68 50
110 #1: free 0 0 198.9 −31.6 23.4 1 17.4 −6.7 120 52 57
119 #3: gate 2 4 −9111.9 5.6 60.1 −2.2 32 −347.2 150 37 42

#4: EF 0 0 11,955.6 −37.1 18.6 11 −20.5 227.3 89 77 63

9 #2: actual 0 0 252,097.1 117.9 83.8 9.4 2204 1786.5 111 64 49
111 #1: free 0 0 −5681.5 2.5 12 −1.2 7.3 −115.3 123 50 51
113 #3: gate 4 10 1096 44.7 55 10.3 42.9 −367.9 148 36 40

#4: EF 0 0 9989.2 −26.2 15.2 4 −34.6 208.1 85 77 62

10 #2: actual 2 0 248,500.6 119.6 76.2 11.9 2219.1 1681.6 107 61 47
103 #1: free 0 0 −16,950.0 −43 35 −8.7 −7.7 −224.8 112 55 48
112 #3: gate 2 4 −10,876.8 −1.2 79.2 −6.1 24.6 −344.6 138 38 39

#4: EF 2 0 25,408.8 25.9 10.9 1.9 −22.2 406.9 63 72 80

11 #2: actual 6 0 257,852.5 125.1 94.8 15.8 2244.2 1717.6 107 68 44
107 #1: free 0 0 −13,779 −42.3 8.3 −11 −22.7 −61.9 116 50 53
112 #3: gate 10 18 4204.3 15.1 15 −0.7 11 −337 146 34 39

#4: EF 6 0 25813 10.7 −2 18.6 −31.1 434 64 75 80

12 #2: actual 0 0 248,336.2 116.7 92.8 7.8 2201.7 1720 103 61 50
101 #1: free 0 0 −2644 −8.8 3.2 −0.1 20.4 −58.8 112 50 52
113 #3: gate 10 12 11,320.7 14 81.4 17.7 54.6 −345.6 145 33 36

#4: EF 0 0 21,179.8 24.7 −4.2 5.3 −13.4 340.6 64 73 77

From Table 4, scheme #4 always has the highest cost, which demonstrates that always
choosing a runway close to the entry fix cannot have an improvement of operations in the
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air and on the ground. The flight time decreases, but the gain is at the cost of a considerable
taxi time increase. For scheme #3, always assigning a runway close to the gate causes
severe runway unbalance, with over 70% of aircraft assigned to RWY01. Using this scheme,
though taxi time reduces dramatically, it cannot even deal with all the conflicts, which
means this scheme #3 is not operationally applicable.

Scheme #1, sharing both advantages of schemes #3 and #4, assigns runway smartly, lead-
ing to a satisfactory result that reduces taxi time and solves all the conflicts simultaneously.

6.2. Solution Validation

As metaheuristic algorithms have a random characteristic, solutions vary when re-
running the algorithm. Most solutions obtained by metaheuristics are sub-optimal or
near-optimal when solving a nonconvex cost function. Therefore, to study the solutions’
quality and the algorithm’s stability, four schemes are run ten times, respectively, based on
the scenario on 3 December. The results are shown in Figure 12 below.
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Figure 12. Results of 3rd Dec. with ten times running. The number besides the boxplot (also the 
plus sign in the boxplot) and the orange line represent the average and median value of corre-
sponding metrics, respectively. The black diamond means the outliers. 

As shown in Figure 12, the total cost and other objectives are presented. With each 
scheme running ten times, respectively, box plots are adopted to present the variation in 
results. From Figure 12a, scheme #1 always has the lowest cost of the four schemes and is 
followed by scheme #3, scheme #2, and scheme #4. From Figure 12b,c, we compare 
schemes #1, #3, and #4 with scheme #2. Scheme #1 shows a similar flight time distribution 
but saves over 200 s of taxi time instead. Scheme #3 increases approximately 45 s flight 
time while reducing nearly 500 s of taxi time. Scheme #4, however, saves less than 10 s of 
flight time but increases taxi time by more than 200 s using a runway close to the entry fix. 
From Figure 12d,e, scheme #1 and #2 has a generally low delay and hold time, and these 
two schemes can always solve all the conflicts, while scheme #3 and #4 cannot due to fixing 
a solid preference of runways. 

Through many repetitions above, scheme #1 performs stably and proves its ad-
vantage against other schemes, especially in the reduction in taxi time without loss edges 
in other metrics. 
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aircraft to the runway that is close to its predefined gate (77.65% on average). However, 
free assignment has an ability to balance the runway traffic flow, which avoid too much 
traffic to be simply assigned to the runway close to their gates, thus achieving a conflict-
free solution of operation. 
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sign in the boxplot) and the orange line represent the average and median value of corresponding
metrics, respectively. The black diamond means the outliers.

As shown in Figure 12, the total cost and other objectives are presented. With each
scheme running ten times, respectively, box plots are adopted to present the variation in
results. From Figure 12a, scheme #1 always has the lowest cost of the four schemes and
is followed by scheme #3, scheme #2, and scheme #4. From Figure 12b,c, we compare
schemes #1, #3, and #4 with scheme #2. Scheme #1 shows a similar flight time distribution
but saves over 200 s of taxi time instead. Scheme #3 increases approximately 45 s flight
time while reducing nearly 500 s of taxi time. Scheme #4, however, saves less than 10 s of
flight time but increases taxi time by more than 200 s using a runway close to the entry
fix. From Figure 12d,e, scheme #1 and #2 has a generally low delay and hold time, and
these two schemes can always solve all the conflicts, while scheme #3 and #4 cannot due to
fixing a solid preference of runways.

Through many repetitions above, scheme #1 performs stably and proves its advan-
tage against other schemes, especially in the reduction in taxi time without loss edges in
other metrics.
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6.3. Insights on Operational Feasibility of Free Assignment Schemes

Now that scheme #1, or free assignment scheme, outperforms among the four schemes,
this subsection tries to discover why this scheme is better and whether it is feasible under
real operation conditions.

First, Table 5 summarizes the percentage of assigned runway that is close to gate,
EF and both, after ten replications of optimization using free assignment and ten days of
historical data (3 December to 12 December 2019), compared with history allocation and
assignment close to gate. From Table 5, we can find that free assignment scheme is indeed
a ‘weaker’ version of assignment close to gate, which also presents a trend to assign more
aircraft to the runway that is close to its predefined gate (77.65% on average). However,
free assignment has an ability to balance the runway traffic flow, which avoid too much
traffic to be simply assigned to the runway close to their gates, thus achieving a conflict-free
solution of operation.

Table 5. Average percentage of assigned runways close to gate, EF and both gate and EF for ten days
operation of free assignment scheme, each date with ten replications of optimization, compared with
historical data and scheme gate.

Date
History Percentage Scheme Free Scheme Gate

Gate EF Both Gate EF Both Gate

3 58.15% 76.21% 41.85% 78.63% 66.04% 47.00% 93.83%
4 56.94% 79.63% 40.74% 78.80% 60.65% 42.18% 94.44%
5 61.78% 71.11% 39.11% 77.73% 59.69% 41.38% 94.67%
6 59.73% 76.99% 42.04% 77.43% 63.63% 44.20% 93.81%
7 60.44% 77.33% 43.11% 78.67% 64.62% 45.87% 94.67%
8 63.76% 81.22% 49.78% 77.60% 64.85% 48.52% 94.32%
9 64.73% 81.25% 49.55% 76.43% 65.71% 47.63% 94.64%

10 63.26% 73.49% 41.86% 79.12% 61.72% 43.91% 93.02%
11 62.10% 75.80% 42.47% 76.30% 62.69% 43.01% 94.52%
12 64.49% 77.10% 44.39% 75.75% 66.40% 44.67% 92.52%

Second, from the perspective of multiple stakeholders, considerable efforts would be
required to implement such a scheme. For TMA ATCOS, or approach controllers, their
workload would increase significantly, as the percentage of runway assigned close to EF is
reduced by approximately 14% compared with history data. Therefore, they would spend
more time on each aircraft since the flight time may increase when using a runway close
to gate. In addition, they may have less experience in instructing aircraft to that runway
since they are used to the runway close to EF. For tower controllers, their workload may
decrease, and overall taxi network efficiency would benefit as higher percentage of runway
close to gate enables a reduction taxi time. For flight crews, they may experience a longer
flight time but gain more time during taxiing to their gate. Given that modern civil airliners
are equipped with advanced Flight Management Systems (FMS), pilots can easily switch to
a standard arrival route in their FMS or follow the controllers’ instructions.

Third, somes modification are required on the current framework. From a strategic
level, a better standard flight procedure aimed at improving the terminal airspace efficiency
should be designed. This may include straightening the routes, ensure each EF have
a STAR to each runway, and decoupling traffic flow based on different EFs, runways,
and operation types (i.e., arrivals and departures). Meanwhile, more intelligent gate
allocation strategies [38] have potential to enhance airport surface operation efficiency. The
collaboration of both strategies is likely to obtain more desirable results. Furthermore, an
advanced data sharing mechanism should be established to facilitate better negotiation
among multiple stakeholders and a centralized ground-based decision support system
is required to compute the optimal solutions and distribute the decision advice using
data links.
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Fourth, uncertainty in operation must be taken considerations when applying a free
assignment scheme. Uncertainty modeling has been a heated research topic in ATM to
cater to the real operation environment. In the context of the terminal airspace operation
and airport surface operation, there is a wide focus on time uncertainty (i.e., flight or taxi
time), given concerns about on-time performance in the aviation industry and deviations
in time can disrupt deterministic optimization schedules. To address uncertainties in
operations, the concept of robust optimization [8] is proposed, with its family including
stochastic programming [39] and distributionally robust optimization [40]. Though most of
the above methods are prevalent in mathematical optimization, these frameworks can also
be incorporated in metaheuristics by Monte Carlo simulation on different realizations or
analytic derivation [41] of uncertain parameters.

Fifth, if the proposed model is about to deploy in the real operation environment, a
more efficient programming language (e.g., C++ or Java) will be a substitute for Python
used in this paper. Also, to adapt to a dynamic operation environment, the implementation
of a rolling horizon method [42] is well applicable for the proposed model. In the end, if the
uncertainty is incorporated, the distributed computation can accelerate the optimization
effectively through parallel processing.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a runway assignment model to integrate and optimize both
terminal airspace and airport surface movement operation, addressing controllers’ concerns
about whether detours on the ground or delays in the air result in better operational
performance. This paper aims to minimize the total sum of each operation metric related to
the TMA (flight time, flight delay) and the AS (hold time, pushback delay, taxi time) using
a free assignment of runways. First, a runway assignment model is proposed, formulating
STARs and taxi routes as a node-link graph. Second, alternate taxi routes are recognized
based on historical trajectories. Third, a simulated annealing algorithm is used to solve the
model. Fourth, a case study of historical runway assignment and operational performance
on flight and taxi time based on ZGGG is carried out. Results show that free runway
assignment can facilitate each metric compared with the initial runway assignment, except
for a slight increase in delay at EF. Assigning a runway close to the gate will lead to highly
unbalanced runway usage, and conflicts remain in the air and on the ground, though an
optimal taxi time can be obtained, while assigning a runway close to its entry reduces flight
time at the cost of its metrics downgrading.

However, there are certain limitations in this paper. First, the current objective function
only considers a sum of various time metrics, which cannot accurately measure the different
cost coefficients on the ground and in the air. A more precise weight of the objective will be
set in the future. Second, the current version of simulated annealing still has more room
to fasten its convergence. Thus, a more powerful heuristic neighborhood function should
be defined. Lastly, while the free assignment scheme effectively identifies conflict-free
solutions, there is potential for further optimizing the distribution of runway usage. Future
studies should focus more on achieving a balanced utilization of runways.
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